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Prolific outbreaks in LMK’s area:

➢ 24 on  April 19-20, 2011

➢ 21 on April 3, 1974

➢ 18 on December 10-11, 2021

➢ 18 on February 5-6, 2008



Tornado Climatology

Deadliest tornado outbreaks in LMK’s area:

● 92, March 27, 1890

● 66, April 3, 1974

● 48, March 18, 1925

● 46, March 17, 1923

● 38, May 9, 1933

● 25, August 27, 1854

● 17, December 10-11, 2021



December 11 Event - Reflectivity and Rotation Tracks







Before the Outbreak

Tools (specifically EFI) for 
days indicated the “very 

unusual” nature of the event 
on December 5th, 2021









Before the Event

Hard Hitting Day Shift AFD 12/9



Hybrid Cell with a history

➢ Hybrid QLCS/Supercell structure

➢ History of tornadoes and damage 

associated with it (Not as consistent as 

“Mayfield” supercell).

➢ Environment looked really good ahead 

of it for continued tornado development. 

➢ Gave a heads up to Bowling Green, KY, 

folks in nws-chat about that potential 

storm around 1228am CST... nearly 50 

minutes before the storm hit



Strongly Worded NWSChat 



Storm is at the 
green star, moving 
to the northeast

➢ By this point in the night, we are well 

engulfed in the warm sector.

➢ CIN across most of the CWA has 

been eroded. 

➢ A new downstream TOR was issued 

at 0727z. Despite the main circulation 

weakening, hybrid QLCS/Supercell 

had a tornadic history and was still in 

a good environment.

Air Mass Changing



➢ Chatted with our partners 

10-15  minutes ahead of 

damage, on the potential for 

multiple tornadoes on the 

ground at the same time

➢ Verification did show two 

separate tracks, the deadly 

EF-3, and separate EF-2

➢ The northern track from this 

image faded, but a new 

southern meso  developed

Two Tornadoes 

in Bowling Green



➢ Depiction of the new 

southern meso that became 

the EF-2 tornado

➢ Radar operator had 

extended family in that area

➢ “Verytough to fight that 

helpless feeling of knowing 

you’ve issued the warning 

and hoping people have 

taken action ahead of it.”

Two Tornadoes 

in Bowling Green



Power Flash Added Confidence for Adding 

"Considerable" to TOR Warning



Image Enhancing 

Through Changes in 

Contrast, later that day



Creekwood Subdivision: Worst Residential 

Damage in the Area

DI #2 with what Degree of damage, for the 8 homes that had 
catastrophic damage ? Brought in WKU Engineers



Engineers

WKU Meteorology 

Students,

Airplane,

&

Drones



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWs9pJT0-dY


Post Event

➢ 11 days of surveying!

➢ Lots of shift communication 

with what was previously 

done and what still needed 

to be completed



Post Event

➢ Excellent interaction with WKU structural 

engineers & meteorology students on storm 

surveys

➢ Cultivated by many years of working with students 

to get them involved in NWS

➢ Civil Air Patrol missions helped extend damage 

tracks and connect points of damage thought 

possibly created by separate tornadoes



Several Media and VIP 
briefings for Bowling 

Green Post Event

“I know your great warnings 

saved lives even though we lost 

so many.” 

- Sen. Rand Paul



Consistent Social Media 
Updates



Creekwood Subdivision



Public 

Rating 

Concerns 

& Social 

Media 

Trolls





Mutual Aid

➢ JKL sent WCM (and eventually 

extra vehicle)

➢ KYEM’s Joe Sullivan helped 

survey

➢ OHX surveyed Monroe County

➢ Lots of volunteering to help 

survey/PESAC

➢ DSS Forecasts to EM’s/First 

Responders/Surveyors



“Your staff did an amazing job and saved countless Kentuckians lives!” - Governor Andy Beshear

“Thank you, thank you for all your work and your team effort to nail down the specifics of this 

storm.  It’s historic for Bowling Green and Warren county. Had it not been for the great 

relationship and communication it could have been worse.” - Warren Co. EMA Ronnie 

Pearson

“From conference calls to graphics with confidence bars, to proactive warnings, to a week of 

damage surveys, NWS Louisville and Paducah were there for us every step of the way. Thank 

You!” - KYEM (ret) Director Mike Dossett

Partner Feedback





Survey Stories

➢ The morning after the tornado ripped 

through BWG, spoke with a woman. She 

told me that she heard the warning and 

grabbed all 6 of her children and crammed 

into the bathtub with a mattress. 

➢ The bathroom was the only remaining 

room of the home. She was so grateful for 

the warning and lead time. Told us over 

and over that we are the reasons her 6 

babies are alive.



Before and after pictures of a home in Ohio County, KY after the Quad-State 

Tornado ripped through



January 1 Event - Reflectivity and Rotation Tracks





Kentucky Mesonet Temperatures (~1230pm 

EST or 1730z)

The KY Mesonet showed a tight baroclinic zone across southern Kentucky where the frontal boundary was over. 
Temps on the cool side of the boundary were in the 50s and 60s, while temperatures in the warm sector were in 

the 70s!



Final Thoughts on January 1st outbreak (1 of 2)

While the warm front/boundary would play a role on tornado potential that day, we didn’t anticipate 
that ALL of our tornadoes would occur along that boundary. I was also expecting some storms within 
the warm sector ahead of the boundary to be potentially tornadic, but they were generally not as 
strong or persistent. 



Final Thoughts on January 1st outbreak (2 of 2)

The 18z Sounding from Nashville, TN reveals why some of those storms within the warm sector may have been less 

severe overall. There was a pretty stout inversion just below 700mb and this was not handled well by the models. Storms 

that formed right along/near the boundary likely had less CIN to deal with, and with general motions that followed along 

the boundary as it propagated eastward, they were benefiting from extra lift that was generated from convergence along 

the boundary. 



Comparisons between December and January Outbreaks

● December had good atmospheric environment for long track, 

violent tornadoes

● January had weaker environment and shorter tracks, not as violent

● December had a mixed mode of discrete supercells and QLCS

● January had individual super cells more embedded in the main 

QLCS

● December tornadoes were easier for radar operators to identify

● January was very tricky for radar operators with weaker 

circulations



December Tornadoes

● December and 

September tied for 

quietest tornado months 

in central KY history (9 

tornadoes each)

● December 11th (18 

occurred for central KY)



Average Temperature



Average Precipitation
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